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An absurdist drama concerning the slow destruction of the individual. A relatives enters fhte
house of a tender guy and proclaims that they are going to keep Friends him from his loneliness
through residing with them. Slowly, they ruin everything, within the pleased psychotic identify of
"brotherly love".
4.5. Uncomfortable within the comparable approach that his different works are (at least what i
have amassed from the Teshigahara adaptations... i will learn the books a few of these days), in
addition to the most obvious comparability with Kafka. additionally really related thematically to
The birthday celebration which I coincidentally learn recently, the sluggish erosion of the person
during the irreconcilability of the innate force to resistance with the dominant tradition of
authoritarian repression, major ultimately to submission or obliteration etc. etc. all good and
reliable yet i actually do not comprehend why it was once essential to describe the Elder
Daughter as having 'preserved goals of being raped' love it served no dramatic goal whatever
and in reality did not take place within the play in any respect along with her being distinct by
way of her relatively specific Friends sexuality, yet regardless of that why that description
specifically? Why not only have her as a person sexually drawn to the 'Man' for no matter what
cause with out her having this inexplicable rape delusion that does not even play a role?? A
attribute like that may basically be attributed very intentionally so i do not understand.
unnecessary and doubtful yet along with that this used to be in truth a great play.
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